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Pediatric researchers develop minimally invasive
techniques to treat plastic bronchitis
Published on April 22, 2016 at 9:04 AM

Pediatric researchers have devised an innovative, safe and minimally invasive procedure that helps relieve rare but
potentially life-threatening airway blockages occurring in children who had surgery for congenital heart defects.

The physician-researchers developed new imaging tools and used minimally invasive catheterization techniques to
treat plastic bronchitis, a condition in which abnormal circulation causes lymphatic fluid to dry into solid casts that
clog a child's airways.

The authors reported their retrospective study of 18 children with plastic bronchitis at The Children's Hospital of
Philadelphia (CHOP), online ahead of print on Feb. 10, 2016 in Circulation, the journal of the American Heart
Association.

The study, which describes the pathophysiological mechanism of plastic bronchitis and a treatment approach, arose
from collaboration between Maxim Itkin, M.D., an associate professor of Radiology in the Perelman School of
Medicine at the University of Pennsylvania, and Yoav Dori, M.D., a pediatric cardiologist in the Cardiac Center at The
Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP). They co-lead a specialized team dedicated to the care of lymphatic
disorders as part of the Center for Lymphatic Imaging and Interventions at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia
and the Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania.

"This is a new treatment option for children with plastic bronchitis, and has the potential to offer long-term
improvement of this condition," said Dori. "This procedure may even provide cure and avoid the need for a heart
transplant."

The current study builds on the team's 2014 article in Pediatrics, the first case report of the successful use of their
technique in a patient with plastic bronchitis. "We have expanded on that study to report short-term outcomes in a
larger group, and to share insights into the development of plastic bronchitis, which has been poorly understood,"
said Itkin. In addition to heart patients, children and adults with idiopathic plastic bronchitis, in which the cause is
unknown, have also been treated successfully using these techniques.

Itkin and Dori discovered that the primary cause of plastic bronchitis is a lymphatic flow disorder, due to abnormal
lymphatic flow into lung tissue. Because physical examinations and conventional imaging may not provide specific
findings, lymphatic flow disorders often go undiagnosed.

Over the past several years, Itkin and Dori developed a customized form of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
called dynamic contrast enhanced MR lymphangiogram, to visualize the anatomy and flow pattern of a patient's
lymphatic system. This technique allows clinicians to locate the site at which lymph leaks into the airways.

Plastic bronchitis may occur in children as a rare complication of early-childhood heart surgeries used for single-
ventricle disease, in which one of the heart's pumping chambers is severely underdeveloped. Approximately 5
percent of children surviving this surgery experience plastic bronchitis because the surgery alters venous and
lymphatic pressure. The authors argue that this altered pressure may interact with pre-existing anatomical
differences in the patients' lymphatic vessels.

The abnormal circulation causes lymph to ooze backward into a child's airways, drying into a caulk-like cast
formation that takes the shape of the airways. The first sign of plastic bronchitis may be when a child coughs out
the cast. However, if unable to cough it up, a child may suffer fatal asphyxiation.

After identifying the leakage site in a lymphatic vessel, the lymphatic team intervenes, using a technique called
lymphatic embolization. Through small catheters, the team blocks the abnormal flow with a variety of tools: coils,
iodized oil, and covered stents, based on an individual patient's needs.

In the current report, the team was able to perform lymphatic embolization in 17 of their 18 patients, ranging from
age two to age 15 (median age 8.6 years). Fifteen of those 17 patients had significantly improvements in cast
formation, in some cases being cast-free longer than two years. Patients had transient side effects of abdominal
pain and hypotension (low blood pressure), but the authors reported the procedure appeared safe in their patient
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